Cell culture platform with mechanical conditioning and nondamaging cellular detachment.
Cells implanted after injury may remodel undesirably with improper mechanical stimulation from surrounding tissue. Proper conditioning of tissue engineered constructs before implantation can lead to suitable tissue architectures, along with an extracellular matrix (ECM) environment that more closely mimics native tissue. Additionally, cell implantation without bulky polymeric scaffolding is often desirable. Previous researchers have created devices capable of applying mechanical forces to cells (e.g., stretch) but cellular removal from these devices, such as by trypsin, often results in irreversible damage. Conversely, devices are available that can detach intact cells, but these are inelastic, nonstretchable substrates. We have created a cell culture platform that allows for mechanical conditioning and then subsequent nondamaging detachment of those cells. We have modified silicone culture surfaces, to incorporate thermally responsive polymers of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) to create an elastic substrate that can also change surface properties with temperature change. A copolymer of NIPAAm and 10percent w/w acrylic acid (AAc) was conjugated to an amine-bonded silicone surface through carbodiimide chemistry. Cells were able to attach to the resulting surfaces at 37 degreeC and showed detachment by rounded morphology at 25degreeC. Following mechanical stretching, cells were still able to spontaneously detach from these modified silicone surfaces with temperature change.